KAILASH BODHI SCHOOL

SCHOOL BULLETIN-2010
Dear well-wishers,

Preface
Tremendous accomplishment over the course of two decades proves our
sincere commitment to the cause and objectivity. Knowledge is inherent in a man
but manifestation and sincere application lean on lubricant endeavors
persuaded by the institutions in wake of producing ebullient characters, which are
surmised to be prone and accountable for the enrichment of society and nation at
large.
We fervently hope that the mission that started by us with blessings of your
won’t be stopped until the goal is achieved. Nonetheless, the challenges do
correspondingly crop up off and on due to not a beneficial social environment but
we are still undaunted to carry over the objectivity for the anticipated go off well.

Major events at glance
1. New-admission
KBS is genuinely accepting new enrollment year by year within its manageable
strength for the above mentioned cause. This year too, its strength reached up to
1000 nearly.
All classes have two sections from Nursery to IX but class X there are sections of
course, a great challenge ahead for us in years to come.

2. A day of vital significance
“Goodness never dies” but remains alive in the heart of people and manifested into
their actions. A rare and exceptional sublime coaxing conferred by late. Pedma
Rinzin to this school over the course of his living is verily unforgettable for which
the institution shall remain indebted for ever.
This is why “6th may” is solemnized as a “peace day of the year” in the name of the
great soul.
We did organize a personality test program for our scholars and prize given after
the function to the winner.

3. “A new event but the genuine one”
The institution is fully conversant to the pinnacle need of modern epoch i.e.
personality development of its scholars. Group discussion (G.D.) has been launched
since the very outset of the session. G.D. does not mean only a group discussion
over the relevant and burning topics.
An amazing blend of laughter, spiritual and intellectual exposition was fastidious in
accomplishing the epoch of G.D. We are indeed much fulsome to all our scholars,
who have elaborated the things in genuine manner with rare precision especially
the public performance on 2nd July would be an unforgettable event for the
institution. In which Ms. Sumi Lama has been awarded for best speaker.
We fervently hope that a balanced and integrated personality will be utmost
available to the greater cause for the society.

4. “An indelible impression of pinnacle visit”
19th Nov. will be a memorable event for KBS family who has witnessed the presence
and enjoyed the company of sublime and eminent human being from Norway who
spent precious moment of their lives with our children and enjoyed our “short and
sweet cultural program”.
We are extremely grateful to the Right honourable Dr. Vilhelm and his group whose
visit has enriched the intrinsic value of education by his invigorating speech. A most
distinguished doctor from Norway combines in his personality the rigor and
discipline of a noble man with a burning zeal to extend the hands of the help for the
poor. His irrepressible dynamism and far-reaching vision are in fact, qualities
embodied in Dr. Vilhelm himself. We extend our sincere thanks with a noble
reverence; we are indeed much fulsome for his great insight and deeds for the great
cause.

5. Children Day
Children’s day is the most significant day of the year in a sense that it confers upon
an apt platform to children to exhibit their best talents through the public
performance every year on 14th Sept.
This year too our children presented a very stunning cultural show in the presence
of Mr. Dambar Dhakal. Later on they were given prizes on behalf their performance.

6.”Our scholars in scout troop”
“Come to learn and go to serve” this popular slogan always keeps a worth
significance for us especially for the learning scholars. Obviously in order to train
the present crops of scholars in the values of co-operation, altruism, mutuality,
reciprocity and fraternity so that our foundation of social relationship could be
consolidated.
A broader outlook, a sense of service for the others and sacrifice at be hast of the
society.
“From class V to class IX”, students are actively involved in scout activities across
the year with school and outside the school.

7. “Teacher’s training”
Teachers are the nation’s builder, great responsibility lies upon his/her shoulders.
It’s apparently true that he himself is first learner and than teacher. This is why he
needs proper training and profound knowledge for the best submission.
Henceforth, two science teachers went for teacher’s training outside the institution.

8. “Co-curriculum diary of the year”
Our scholars are inherent in best knowledge, outstanding talents, with divergent
faculties and capabilities. Our institution aims at developing and promoting the
inter-disciplinary potential of our students through the co-curriculum cognition. It is
said that a school should be a centre for social transformation. True to this dictum
KBS is playing its multiple roles satisfactory.

The details are as follows:-

S.NO.
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

TYPE
Eng. Symposium
Eng. Debate
Maths + science
quiz
Nepali
Symposium
Eng. Quiz
Drawing
competition
General quiz
Eng. Quiz
Handwriting
competition

TITLE
Terrorism and its challenges
Ancient civilization is better
or modern
-

Students
responsibility
towards society
-

-

9. Excellent performance in SLC
WE feel ourselves professed and delighted that KBS is very consistent in producing
outstanding performance in SLC. WE have witnessed the qualitative of quantitative
growth this year too. 100% 1st division with 15 excellent distinctions we extend our
big thanks and well wishes for bright future to them.

10. Brief reports from Jumla and Simikot School.
The former got upgraded to the middle level in February 2010. It runs classes up to
six and nearly 400 students get mental nourishment for a better future. Children are
showing excellent progress in all round development. In Simikot, classes run till
grade II. Locals are very happy that they have Kailash Bodhi at such a remote place
too. Children are doing their best to make the best use of the opportunity they got.

“Expression of gratitude”
We are indeed very thankful to our well wishers for their best support and sublime
wishes. For this, KBS extends its copious thanks and sublime gratitude.

“Happy Christmas Day”
May this day touch in the most delightful way where your vision touches
the sky and your hopes reach brighter horizons surrounding you with
“Laughter and Love”.

GROUP
Senior
Senior
Both
Senior
Junior
All
Senior
Senior

